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Specialty Clay Bodies

Dry Clay Bodies
Item #
Name
50lb
100lb
500lb
1000lb
2000lb
CCD505............... Cannon Beach (∆10)......................................... $34.50 ........0$62............$285............$470............ 0$860
CCD506............... Cookspride (∆10)............................................... $31.50.........0$58............$260............$470............ 0$880
CCD512................ Three Finger Jack.............................................. $32.00.........0$58............$265............$480............ 0$880
CCD518................ G-Mix 10 (∆10)................................................... $28.50.........0$51............$235............$430............ 0$780
CCD520............... G-Mix 6 (∆6)....................................................... $28.00.........0$51............$235............$420............ 0$760
CCD526............... Rogue River Buff (∆6)....................................... $29.50.........0$54............$240............$440............ 0$800
CCD535............... Trail Mix (∆6)...................................................... $31.00.........0$57............$260............$470............ 0$860
CCD547................ Wonder White (∆06-1)....................................... $28.50.........0$50............$230............$420............ 0$760

Dry Slip Clays
Dry slip blends do not include the Sodium Silicate, Soda Ash, or Barium Carbonate that may be necessary to properly
mix the slips. Please see page 10 for those products and mixing instructions.

One-Bag Blend (Lowfire)

Six-Bag Blend (Lowfire)

Natural White Stoneware (∆5-6)

One
Bag
Mix

One
Bag
Mix

300 pounds of slip mix makes about 30
liquid gallons. Recipes differ only in which
specific talc, ball clay or flux they use. SixBag Blend is a 2100-pound ton at 7 batches
of 300 pounds per ton. Please call for price
quotes on orders of five tons or more or
custom clay blends. Bisque fire to cone 04
and Glaze fire to cone 05.

50 pounds of slip mix makes about 5 liquid
gallons. This is exactly like the Six-Bag
blend, but we ran the materials through a
ribbon blender to mix them together like a
giant cake mix and bagged the blend into
50-pound units. We can make custom
blends, too. Bisque fire to cone 04 and
Glaze fire to cone 05.

CS130..........White Cast Six-Bag
.....................1 Batch....................... $103.60
.....................Ton (x7 batches)........ $659.25

CB130..........White Cast Pre-Blend
.....................50lb bag.....................0$30.00
.....................Ton (40 bags).............$800.00

50 pounds of slip mix makes about 5 liquid
gallons. Our Natural White can be tinted
with your choice of Mason Stains or other
colorants. It’s also the same formula as
our G-Mix 6 clay: they are fully compatible
for attachments, slip trailing or writing, etc.
*New formula* improved for faster, firmer
casting. Best when used with Darvan 811.
Bisque fire to cone 04 and Glaze fire to
cone 6.
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Disclaimer of Warranties
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The following is made in lieu of all warranties expressed or implied: Georgies’ only obligation shall be to
replace such quantity of product proved to be defective by standard and accepted test methods used by
the ceramic industry. Georgies shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential,
arising out of the use or inability to use the product. There is no warrant for merchantability or fitness for
purpose of the product. Before using, Georgies urges all users to determine the suitability of the product
for their intended use. Users assume all risk and liability whatsoever in connection with use of the product.

SSD600.......Dry Stoneware Slip
.....................50lb bag.....................0$28.50
.....................100 lbs.......................0$52.00
.....................500 lbs.......................$235.00
.....................1000 lbs.....................$430.00
.....................2000 lbs.....................$780.00

Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.

Clay & Slip

Item #
Name
25lb
50lb
100lb
500lb
1000lb
2000lb
GE100.................. Hair of the Dog (∆10)................... $15.50........ $28.50.........0$51............$235............$430............ 0$780
CC537.................. Piepenburg Raku (∆06-1)............ $15.50........ $25.50.........0$47............$210............$380............ 0$700
CC513.................. Raku Clay (∆06-1)......................... $14.25........ $26.00.........0$48............$215............$390............ 0$730
CC512.................. Three Finger Jack (∆10)............... $14.50........ $26.50.........0$48............$220............$400............ 0$730
CC512A................ TFJ Architectural (∆10)................. $15.50........ $28.00.........0$51............$230............$420............ 0$760
CC512R................ TFJ Red (∆8).................................. $16.00........ $29.00.........0$53............$240............$430............ 0$790

